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He wrote, among other many texts: Love Letters to
Stalin, about the relationship between Bulgakov and the
dictator; Himmelweg, the visit of a Red Cross delegate to
a concentration camp, where the prisoners pretend an
idyllic situation; Snowflake’s Dying Words, an ancient ape
in Barcelona’s zoo, reading Montaigne and longing to die;
Hamlyn, a supposed case of sexual abuse of youngsters;
Darwin’s Turtle, which has been living for two centuries and
remembers the crucial events of Western History. His works
have been staged at the main Spanish venues and translated
into Arabian, English, French, Greek, Italian, Norwegian,
Portuguese and Romanian.
Mayorga also made adaptations: e.g. Lope de Vega’s Fuente
Ovejuna, Dostoyevski’s The Grand Inquisitor, Dürrenmatt’s The
Visit, Divine Words by Valle-Inclán, An Enemy of the People and
King Lear, the latter four titles commisioned by the Centro
Dramático Nacional.

A CEMETERY
IS THE
ONLY PLACE
THAT
GUARANTEES
EVERLASTING
PEACE

JUAN
MAYORGA
Juan Mayorga, National Theatre Award 2007, is one of the
most consolidated Spanish dramatists in the present theatre
scene. Graduated in Philosophy and Mathematics, he is a Playwriting teacher at the Royal Theatre High School (RESAD) in
Madrid and founder member of the theatre group Astillero.

Three dogs on trial to join the State
Security Forces, three personalities,
three ambitions. An elder dog and a
top executive subject them to aptitude
tests that may seem as arbitrary as the
opponent they’re supposed to fight
against: any person that could threaten
the worldwide everlasting peace.
A new play by Juan Mayorga, maybe
Spain’s most prolific writer, who’s
been granted important awards and
whose work is being performed
all around the world. He’s able
to combine his social-historic and
intellectual reflection as a philosopher
with humour and a real feeling for the
stage. La paz perpetua –a title which
of course alludes to Kant’s famous
essay–, poses infinite questions such
as: does the aim justify any means?,
where do the security measures end
and does terrorism begin?

JOSÉ LUIS
GÓMEZ

THERE WILL
NEVER
BE A BETTER
MACHINE
THAN A
DOG WITH A
MAN
The Teatro de La Abadía carries out
a project together with the National
Theatre (Centro Dramático Nacional),
to be performed in one of the main
venues of the Spanish capital, the
Italian stage of the María Guerrero.
Two of Madrid’s most outstanding
theatres join their forces to speak
about some of the most delicate
phenomenons of our present society.

He’s developed his work as an actor and director between
Germany, France and Spain, where he finally founded the
Teatro de La Abadía, combining his theatre work with film
projects, one of the most recent ones being Milos Forman’s
Goya’s Ghosts.
Among the many awards he’s been granted we can mention
the Grand Prix of the Cannes Film Festival, the Croix
de Chevalier de l’Ordre des Arts et des Lettres, the
Verdienstkreuz, and the Spanish National Theatre Award.
Among his theatrical activity that’s been seen abroad we can
highlight: as an actor, Play Strindberg, directed by Georges
Lavaudant (Abadía); as a director, Carmen (Bastille), Life is
a dream (Odéon), Valle-Inclán’s Altarpiece with avarice, lust
and death (Abadía’s opening production) and Exit the King
(Abadía); as an actor/director, Azaña, a Spanish passion, a
collage of texts by the important politician and writer of
the thirties Manuel Azaña (Abadía). Other recent works he
accomplished at La Abadía are Memory of Oblivion, based on
poetry by Luis Cernuda, and Kafka’s Report for an Academy,
both of them performed and directed by Gómez, and his
staging of Steven Berkoff’s Messiah.
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Set design: José Luis Gómez, in
collaboration with Silvia de Marta.
They also designed together Report
for an Academy. Other spaces by
Gómez where King Pedro’s playing
Cards and Messiah, while De
Marta, who started her career in
Germany, worked in several shows
with Gerardo Vera at the Centro
Dramático Nacional.
Costumes: Alejandro Andújar was
responsible for the costumes at La
Abadía in Garcilaso and Pinter’s
The caretaker. He also designed at the
CDN Valle-Inclán’s Divine Words and
An Enemy of the People.
Light design: José Manuel Guerra
illuminated at La Abadía, with Gómez,
Memory of Oblivion, Exit the King and
Report for an Academy.
Projections: Álvaro Luna, responsible
for the audiovisual part of most of the
latest shows at the Centro Dramático
Nacional and of Play Strindberg at La
Abadía.

José Luis Alcobendas:
With Gómez, he was Judas in
Berkoff’s Messiah and the Doctor in
Exit the King. He also worked at the
Teatro de Cámara and the Compañía
Nacional de Teatro Clásico.
Julio Cortázar:
At La Abadía he played in Rigola’s
staging of King Ubu, the Premio Max
awarded production About Horatians
and Curiatians and, last year, I Will
Remember You All.
Israel Elejalde:
At the CDN he took part in An
Enemy of the People, at the Teatro
Clásico in Journey of the Parnaso, and
at La Abadía in Memory of Oblivion
and Terrorism.
Susi Sánchez:
At La Abadía, with Gómez: Castles in
the Air and Exit the King. At the CDN:
Suddenly Last Summer; Valle-Inclán’s
Silver Face; and Daniel Veronese’s
Women Dreamed Horses.
Fernando Sansegundo:
He developed his career mainly with
the directors José Carlos Plaza, Miguel
Narros and, recently, Gerardo Vera
(Divine Words).

MODEL
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SET DESIGN

TEATRO DE LA
ABADÍA

Teatro de La Abadía, created in 1995 as an initiative
shared by the Region of Madrid and José Luis Gómez, is
a place for scenic creation and investigation in the style
of the European art theatres, with a permanent team,
directed by Gómez. Its middle-sized venue, in a central
district of the Spanish capital, occupies the former chapel
of a boarding school, built in the 40s, with a very peculiar
shape. Besides, La Abadía –word that means abbey–
counts on a rectangular second hall, used for performance,
rehearsals and workshops, and since 2005 its staff is also
responsible for the old Corral de Comedias in the nearby
town Alcalá de Henares.
La Abadía presents an average of three new productions
per season. Contemporary authors alternate to classical
ones, together with stagings of non-theatrical texts and
shows based on improvisations. These projects are
realized by Gómez himself, directors related to La Abadía
and guests like Georges Lavaudant and Àlex Rigola.
La Abadía, a member of the UTE since 1998, has always
tried to be a European-minded space, inviting masters and
theatre makers from abroad and collaborating every year
with the Festival de Otoño.
Besides The Perpetual Peace, the present season includes:
Play Strindberg, with Nuria Espert and José Luis Gómez; a
free approach to The Servant of two Masters, a project of
Andrés Lima; and The Trickster of Seville, directed by Dan
Jemmett.

CENTRO
DRAMÁTICO
NACIONAL

The Perpetual Peace was commissioned by the Centro
Dramático Nacional (Spanish National Theatre), which
in the early 80s was directed by Gómez and is actually
ruled by set designer and theatre, opera and film director,
Gerardo Vera, who staged in 1996 Twelfth Nigth at
La Abadía.
Since 1978, when the CDN was founded, it has tried
to stimulate the different tendencies in contemporary
dramaturgy, with special attention to the Spanish writers
(texts by Arrabal, Aub, Buero Vallejo, Cunillé, Lorca,
Mayorga, Nieva, Sanchis Sinisterra, Sastre and ValleInclán), which of course lived together with universal
repertory titles, by e.g. Bernhard, Genet, Ibsen, Koltès
and Shakespeare.
Under Vera’s policy (since 2004), the CDN shows
about fifteen productions per season, some of them by
guest companies or in cooperation with other theatres,
performed in two very different venues, both in the centre
of Madrid: a totally new building and the María Guerrero,
from the late 19th century, with a capacity of about
600 seats, where The Perpetual Peace will be performed.
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